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ABSTRACT
Scientific workflows are extensively used to support the management of experimental and computational research by connecting together different data sources, components and processes. However, certain issues such as the ability to check the appropriateness of the processes orchestrated, management of the context of workflow components and specification, and provision for robust management of intellectual concerns are not addressed adequately. Hence, it is highly desirable to add features to uplift focus from low level details to help clarify the rationale and intent behind the choices and decisions in the workflow specifications and provide a suitable level of abstraction to capture and organize intellectual concerns and map them to the workflow specification and execution semantics. In this paper, we present Omnispective Analysis and Reasoning (OAR), a novel framework for providing the above features and enhancements in scientific workflow management systems and processes. The OAR framework is aimed at supporting effective capture and reuse of intellectual concerns in workflow management.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Various scientific workflow management systems like Kepler [2], Taverna [15], VisTrails [4] and Triana [7] adhere to the definition of a scientific workflow as [12]: “the description of a process for accomplishing a scientific objective, usually expressed in terms of tasks and their dependencies.” Though these systems provide features to design and orchestrate experimental and computational steps in scientific data collection, organization and analysis [18, 14], intellectual effort is inadequately managed due to focus on low level implementation details, limited support for context, and inadequate handling of intellectual concerns. The emphasis on low-level implementation details hinders the understanding and verification of the rationale, pertinence and appropriateness of workflow orchestration and instrumentation. The scientific workflow specification focuses more on details of data variables, memory allocation and optimization, and system-level tasks of process control and management. Coupled with the open nature of science and data deluge this takes focus away from the main objective of the scientific activity and obscures the interpretation of unexpected new results [16]. Context has been considered only in the limited sense of conveying a relation within an environment. Like in business workflow management [13], it is limited to details of execution environments (machines used etc.), users and the computation steps in the workflow. It seems no serious formal attempt to define context in software systems has been done until recently [1]. Context as a formal parameter will enable defining and disseminating the intent and purpose of the workflow specification and execution. Management of provenance is limited to data and processes [8, 3], and little information is available on context in provenance management. Adding context support will improve traceability of workflows to the underlying models and theories. Intellectual concerns (exploratory domain concepts, scientific models, representation of underlying theories and process specifications) form the backbone for the scientific experiment and workflow and are essential for de novo examination of the problem. They are not handled well, if at all, in current scientific workflow management systems. Though a scientific workflow may be verified (workflow execution adheres to specification), little support exists to validate its scientific soundness.

We have developed the Omnispective Analysis and Reasoning (OAR) framework to address these issues by managing all identified workflow concerns in domain-specific prototypes and archetypes at the conceptual, model and execution levels.

2. OMNISPECTIVE ANALYSIS AND REASONING (OAR)
We apply the philosophy of the Domain of Science Model in the design of the OAR framework in accordance with the
2.1 Managing concerns in OAR
In the OAR framework, the problem under study is closely analyzed and the concerns that are relevant to the different disciplinary domains involved are extracted as recipes and managed at three levels (Figure 1). Exploratory domain concerns and their interactions are considered at the concept level. Identified knowledge for the concerns of the domain is encapsulated in these recipes to different degrees of firmness. Theories and paradigms which describe the physical and logical systems are abstracted as recipes in terms of mathematical and analytical models, vocabularies, data sets, natural language representations, ontologies and process guidelines. These concerns are abstracted at the model level. These abstractions constitute OAR specifications and are defined exclusively and explicitly in terms of and conforming to OAR patterns and recipes that have been identified at the concept level. This in turn makes it easy to verify and validate these specifications for conformance and well-formedness. Recipes at the execution level constitute the implementation details of OAR specifications in terms of available process specifications, system and process frameworks and known implementation platforms. End-to-end coordination between individual concept level concerns, their model representations and the corresponding implementation and execution in terms of the available platforms and technologies and frameworks, is ensured by the hierarchical nature of the OAR framework.

2.2 Concern refinement
All the recipes that are collected in a given domain are prototypes and are yet to be analyzed and assessed for their applicability, degree of formalism and robustness for any fitness or purpose. The prototypes may be atomic, or may exist in overlapping groups and the distinction between individual prototypes depends on the context of the problem and the granularity at which we conduct the study. Thus, a prototype can encapsulate either nascent or well-formed domain concerns that may be available to support the analysis of a problem situation with the OAR framework. Depending on the discipline and the area of study, the prototypes can range from rudimentary outlines and sketch-ups to formal blueprints. Analysis of the problem may show that some prototypes can be considered to be exemplar or best practice recipes. Such recipes are archetypes and influence our net understanding of the problem domain. An archetype that is found to impose strict criteria on an OAR specification becomes a constraint. A solution to the problem that sufficiently satisfies all the requirements of constraints without exception is considered to be a valid solution, and is often subject to rigid conformance.

We manage and organize all the recipes by arranging them into unordered collections categorized by domains and their relevance to the problem (Figure 2). These collections, which may contain any number of recipes, are termed shelves. Three categories of shelves are used as shown in Figure 2.

External shelves hold all the known recipes – concepts, data, data collection procedures, experimental processes, constraints, models, etc. – from different domains of interaction in a reasonably usable form. The problem domain shelf holds selections from the external shelves. These selections satisfy given criteria in the problem and correspond to the best practice recipes and constitute the understanding of the problem domain. The solution shelf contains the archetypes, constraints and the meta-recipes (recipes of recipes) of interconnected specifications of the archetypes relevant to the solution of the problem. Depending on the context, the solution shelf may either be an executable domain or may require further translation.

Based on the approach given by Flint [9], we formulated the following process for concern refinement (Figure 2):

CNR-1: Initialize the external shelves with prototypes. This is a bootstrap step and may not be required if we start with...
pre-existing external shelves containing domain knowledge.

**CNR-2:** Collect in the problem domain shelf all the prototypes, archetypes and constraints that are relevant to the problem. These are identified from the various external shelves. All of the recipes identified in this step may not be needed in the solution specification.

**CNR-3:** Analyze the archetypes in the problem domain using context refinement to obtain a solution specification in the solution shelf. This step identifies the relationships between the problem domain archetypes and constraints and consolidates the solution specification.

External shelves need not represent full understanding and representation of all domains. Problem domain shelves facilitate localized ontologies which will be good enough for the particular problem scenario even if they may be inadequate for universal use. The solution shelf removes any ambiguity since it captures all identified recipes and constraints.

### 2.3 Context refinement

Extending foundations proposed in earlier work [1], context is managed in OAR as a function of two dimensions: firmness and influence.

**Firmness** is a measure of the degree of well-formedness of a recipe. If the recipe is ambiguous or vague, the knowledge encapsulated therein is *plausible*. An explicitly defined and well-formed recipe can be considered *firm*.

**Influence** is a measure of the effect exerted by the prototype in the analysis of the problem domain.

If a prototype in an external shelf exerts a *strong influence* on the analysis, then it is identified to encapsulate *exemplar criteria* for the problem situation, and can be considered as an *archetype* in the problem domain. If a prototype, though considered relevant, does not affect the problem domain, then its influence is considered to be *weak*.

OAR recipe context \( C \) is defined as a continuous function of *influence* \( I \) and *firmness* \( F \) (Figure 3) as \( C = I(I, F) \). No a priori assumption is made regarding the influence and firmness of the recipes. If analysis suggests the use of a particular recipe, then it is identified as firm. Consequently, the specification composed from the selected recipes will become increasingly *firm* as situational and imposed constraints are satisfied. Strict adherence to constraints and archetypes will ensure *uniqueness* of the solution.

Though \( I \) and \( F \) may take any value in the range \([0, 1]\), we find it convenient for purposes of prototype selection to specify context by the following four discrete labels:

\[
\begin{align*}
C(I = 0, F = 0) & : \text{weak influence and low firmness.} \\
C(I = 0, F = 1) & : \text{weak influence and high firmness.} \\
C(I = 1, F = 0) & : \text{strong influence and low firmness.} \\
C(I = 1, F = 1) & : \text{strong influence and high firmness.}
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 3:** OAR recipe context as a function of Firmness and Influence.

**Figure 4:** Context refinement in OAR [6].

Context refinement (Figure 4) determines recipe relevance. The first two steps of context refinement may be carried out recursively to obtain a solution specification.

### 3. OAR ORIGAMI SPECIFICATION

Origami folding demonstrates many of the characteristics of scientific workflows [11], making it suitable to illustrate the OAR framework. The *folds, bases* and the *sequence* of steps are all well-defined and they constitute recipes in the workflow. Ordering in the folding process displays the feature of contextual relation between the steps and highlights the interactions and constraints at play.

#### 3.1 Iris flower workflow

The iris flower is a traditional origami construct [10], built either from a *preliminary* or a *frog base*. We first identify prototypes satisfying the folding vocabulary and procedures. The *Fold* external shelf presents us recipes for instructions for modifying the shape of the paper. Paper type affects
The ease of folding, and is selected from prototypes in the Paper external shelf. Recipes for the Preliminary and Frog base are selected from the Base external shelf. We select the Flat technique of folding to implement the workflow on a tabletop surface. It is easier to fold the iris construct with lighter (60gsm) paper. A solution specification (Figure 5) is defined using context refinement:

**SS-1:** The Frog base archetype is implemented using the Flat technique with a Square paper. Therefore, this is a constraint archetype that exerts a high degree of influence on the workflow: Flat $C(I=1, F=1)$ Square ; Square $C(I=0, F=1)$ Frog

**SS-2:** Although the Preliminary base can also be used as a starting point for the iris flower, it is not as convenient as starting with the Frog base: Preliminary $C(I=0, F=1)$ Iris ; Frog $C(I=1, F=1)$ Iris

**SS-3:** The iris petals can be formed by folding the Frog base further along the flaps: Frog $C(I=1, F=1)$ Petal

**SS-4:** We form four symmetric petals in order to construct the iris flower: Petal $C(I=1, F=1)$ Iris

This is translated into execution level by concern and context refinement, and implemented in accordance with a translation archetype.

### 4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We have introduced the Omnispective Analysis and Reasoning (OAR) framework for capturing and managing intellectual concerns in scientific workflows. All domains and concerns that are likely to influence analysis are identified at the concept, model and execution levels and managed in external, problem domain and solution shelves. Initially all concerns are in the external shelves. Only those recipes which have the desired influence and firmness are placed in the problem domain shelf. The solution shelf consists of recipes which are specifications in terms of and conforming to archetypes in the problem domain shelf. Depending on the context, a solution shelf may either be an executable domain or may require further translation. An example workflow from origami is presented.

The generic nature of OAR formulation makes it applicable to diverse domains. We have applied the framework to contextualizing the design and implementation of a software engineering course using the Moodle Learning Management System [5, 6]. We are also developing tool support for concern and shelf management in the OAR framework.
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